TYT How-To Watch for Free
Go to You Tube à then SEARCH for “The Young Turks”
Or just type in your browser: https://www.youtube.com/user/TheYoungTurks

When you click on Hour 1
window, all clips will play
consecutively.

Click on Hour 1 show clips

F-bombs aside, political
content and analysis is
excellent.
Most important Tip:

Don’t read the comments.
They are largely deplorable. Altright trolls plague the TYT You
Tube channel (another reason to
JOIN so you can watch the
members-only contents! ;o)

The selection of the name The Young Turks reflects the definition provided in American Heritage Dictionary.
• Young Turk (n.) 1. Young, progressive or insurgent member of an institution, movement or political party. 2.
Young person who rebels against authority or societal expectations.
• TYT acknowledges the Armenian Genocide occurred and that it was a horrific event. Founder and original
“young turk” Cenk Uyger (jenk yoo-ger) has, on multiple occasions, publicly acknowledged that the
genocide occurred and that it was horrific.
• Despite these facts, and the fact that TYT is one of the most progressive news sources in existence, TYT
continues to be attacked for its name by people who disregard the American Heritage Dictionary definition
because they prefer to paint TYT as a racist genocide-supporting tool of Turkish tyranny. Wrong.
What are the benefits of paying for TYT Membership?
TYT paid members have access to all of the main show (not just clips) and the no-holds-barred Post Game
Show, plus AGGRESSIVE PROGRESSIVES, Old School and other special features not available on the free
You Tube channel.
• The most valuable benefit of the $10/month TYT membership is that it helps the show survive as an
independent voice in a world of corporate-controlled media.
• Many members sign up for the primary reason of supporting the show, and those who can afford more,
generously sign up for the $25/month level.

